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I. INTRODUCTION 
This paper concerns the Hamilton- Jacobi equation 
Ut + H(G $3 %) = 0 (1) 
where u(t, X) and H are real valued, t E R, and x E R”. Here ut denotes the 
partial derivative with respect to time (t), and u, denotes the gradient in 
the space variables (x). 
A solution (global) of (1) in a domain D in R x Rn is a locally Lipschitzian 
function u: D --f R such that (1) h o Id s at almost every point of D. The 
question of existence of solutions when data is prescribed on a boundary 
often arises. That is, the boundary is a closed set, B, in R x R”, a continuous 
real function + is given on B, and it is required that u(t, X) -+ +(s, y) as 
(t, X) -+ (s, y) E B from D. 
One problem which has been solved in great generality by Douglis [6] 
and Fleming [7] is the Cauchy problem, in which B is the hyperplane t = 0. 
The only results for general boundaries to date are those of the author [3] 
in which His independent of t and x. The purpose of this paper is to extend 
the variational approach used by Fleming for the Cauchy problem to general 
boundaries. 
The greater portion of this paper is taken from the author’s dissertation, 
and has been written with the advice of his advisor, E. D. Conway, who 
first obtained global solutions by the variational method in conjunction with 
E. Hopf [5]. 
II. THE VARIATIONAL SETUP 
Throughout this paper the Hamiltonian, H, will be a given function and 
the Lagrangian, L, its convex dual. That is, 
L(t, x, P) = SUP{<P> cz> - WC x, 4): 4 E R”) (2) 
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where (-, *) denotes the Euclidean inner product. To ensure that lY is 
then the dual of L, it is necessary to require only that N(t, X, 4) be convex 
in the variable 4. See Rockafellar [8]. Other restrictions may be placed 
upon H, and then translated into conditions upon L. However, in this 
context, these conditions arise naturally upon L itself, rather than upon I!I’- 
To simplify the presentation then, all conditions will be placed upon L;, 
although in practice it may be necessary to find conditions upon H which 
guarantee those needed for L. The results of this paper hold in quite general 
cases, but will here be limited to one reasonably general case in which 
the direct methods of the calculus of variations are easily applied. For a 
more general treatment, see the author’s dissertation [4]. 
For any set C in R x R” let C, , C, denote the supremum and infimum 
respectively of the times (first components) of points of 67. For the remainder 
of this paper, let B be a fixed closed set in R x R”, D the complement 
of B in (B, , co) x R”. Let L be a twice continuously differentiable real 
function on D x Rn satisfying the following: 
(L 1) 44 % P> 3 fit4 I P ly + fiW> 
(L2) lL,--L,,--L,,p/ <f&+f4, 
(L 3) for each x E R”, 
G%& %Ph z> 3 h(t) I x l”/U + IP I>> 
wherefiEC(R),l ~.i5,f~,f3,f5>0,andv>1. 
Let boundary data 4 E C(B) be given such that: 
(D 1) (b(s, y) is bounded below as long as s is bounded, 
(D 2) If B, = - co, there is an 1 E C(R) such that L(t, x, p) >, Z(t) 
(e.g. I = max(f, , -+&a}) and #J(s, y) + ji I -+ 00 as s + --IX 
uniformly in y. 
(D 3) For (t, X) and (s, y) E B with s < t, and ol: [s, 11 --j R9” an absolutely 
continuous curve joining (t, X) and (s, y), 
Here 01’ denotes the time derivative of 01. For any absolutely continuous 
curve 01: [s, t] + R” joining (s, y) E B to (t, X) with s < t, let 
j(a) = $(S, Y) + j-st& a(~), a’(T)) dT. (3) 
Define the function u to be the variational minimum 
u(t, x) = inf(J(or): a! joins (s, y) E B to (t, x), s < tf. (4) 
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This paper will show that u as defined here is a solution of the Hamilton- 
Jacobi equation and assumes the boundary data for “nice” boundary 
approaches. First a brief digression to discuss the compatibility condition 
(D 3), and boundary approaches, is necessary. 
III. THE COMPATIBILITY CONDITION 
The condition (D 3) is absolutely necessary for the variational approach 
to work, at least for all (t, x) which are limits of “nice” boundary approaches. 
In the proof this will become apparent, as well as a method of constructing 
counterexamples if it is not satisfied. However, the necessity will not 
actually be proved. Here a heuristic argument will be given to show how 
fundamental this condition is for any global solution to exist and be 
reasonably regular, not just the variational solution. 
Suppose that v is any global solution on B u D and v = $ on B. Then 
if 01 is any curve as in (D 3), 
9% 4 - 45(h Y> 
= v(t, x) - v(s, Y) 
= st {vt(T, a(~>> + <vnk, +-h +->>} dT s 
= s ( {--H(T, % %(T, a>) + <V&Y a), a’>} dT 
< tat,(T, LX(T), d(T)) dT. 
s s 
This is precisely condition (D 3). 
Both Conway and Hopf [5] and Aizawa and Kikuchi [I] imposed a special 
local case of this condition in their plane boundary value problems by 
necessity, as well as a separate global condition which follows from the 
compatibility condition (D 3) in their mixed (Cauchy-plane boundary value) 
problems. When H is independent of t and x, (D 3) reduces to: 
WY 4 - $(s, Y) d (t - 4Xx - YYP - 99 
and can be obtained from conditions more similar to those of the above 
authors in special cases. For several examples, see the author’s earlier paper 
[3], or the author’s dissertation [4]. 
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IV. NICE BOUNDARY APPROACHES 
In this section the behavior of u(t, x) as (t, x) approaches the boundary 
will be discussed. Deterministic boundary approaches will be defined for 
the simple reason that they are the ones which work. 
A sequence (P, x”) in D which has a limit (t, x) E B will be called B 
boundary approach, and will be denoted generically by (t”, x”) -+ (t, x). 
The approach (P, CC”) -+ (t, x) will be called deterministic if, for each K, 
there is a point (tk , CC*) E B such that t, < tk, (tk , x~) -+ (t, x) and 
1 x” - xle I/(@ - tk) remains bounded. 
It can happen that 4, L, and H are all infinitely differentiable, satisfy 
the compatibility condition, and define a solution u as in (4), but u(@, x”) 
does not approach $(t, x) for a non-deterministic approach (P, x”) ---f (t, x). 
For a simple example, see the author’s dissertation [4; pp. 9-113. 
For the very general boundaries considered here it is natural that many 
boundary approaches are not deterministic. However, for most applications, 
most or all boundary approaches are deterministic. The following easily 
verified theorem lists several cases which are easily checked geometrically 
and for which boundary approaches must be deterministic. A boundary 
point (t, x) will be called regular if there are other boundary points (s, y) 
arbitrarily close to (t, x) with s < t such that 1 x - y l/(t - S) is bounded. 
For t E R, let B, represent that portion of B which has time component t. 
THEOREM 1: DETERMINISTIC APPROACH CASES. Any wz of the following 
conditions sujices to ensure that a boundary approach (tk, xk) + (t, x) be 
deterministic. 
(A 1) (tk, x”) is over B, . That is, P > t and for each k there is an x,~ 
with (t, xk) E B and j xk - xk j/(tk - t) bounded. 
(A 2) tk > t and (t, x”) E B. 
(A 3) t” > t and / 9 - x //(t” - t) remains bounded. 
(A 4) tk > t and (t, x) E int(B,), the interior of B, in {t] x R”. 
(A 5) (t, x) is a regular boundary point. 1 
V. EXISTENCE 
THEOREM 2: MAIN EXISTENCE THEOREM. Under hypotheses (L 1)-(L 3) 
and (D l)-(D 3), the variational minimum, u, of equation (4) is a solution 
of the Hamilton- Jacobi equation. If (t”, x”) + (t, x) is a deterministic boundary 
upproazh, then u(t”, x”) + #(t, x). Th us u solves the boundary value problem. 
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The proof of this theorem is broken into a sequence of lemmas, and com- 
prises the remainder of this section. Some reductions will be made first. To 
begin, note that in (D 2), L(t, x,p) 3 Z(t), so for a fixed (t, x), to minimize 
J(a) it is necessary to consider only CC [s, t] + R* where s > ‘T, with cr 
depending upon (t, 2). Since the proof will concern neighborhoods of an 
arbitrary (t, x) only, it will be assumed for simplicity that t > 0 and u = 0 
in every case. It will also be assumed that t is bounded above, so that fi(t) 
may be assumed to be a constant, 1 < i < 5, and that 4 may be assumed to 
be bounded below, say by Mr E R. It will also be seen that adding a constant 
to L and the same constant times s to $(s, y) does not affect the proof. So, for 
simplicity, it may be assumed that fa and f4 are zero, and L > 0. 
Note that J(U) > Ml + 1: I > Ml , so that the infimum, ~(t, x), in (4) is 
finite. Thus for each (t, X) E D one may choose a minimizing sequence (cx~} 
of curves joining (t, X) to B, that is, a sequence such that J(cQ) -+ u(t, X) as 
K -+ 03. Now fix a point (0, Y) E B and let (t, x) denote any point of B or D 
with t > 0. Let X be the line segment 
X(7) = Y + (x - Y)7/t. 
Let (01~) be a minimizing sequence such that u+, = X and J(olJ is non-increasing 
in K. The next two lemmas are fairly standard, but are not usually given for 
general boundaries B. The proofs given here are essentially those appearing 
in Akhiezer [2; pp. 132-1391. 
LEMMA 1. A subsequence of {a*} converges uniformly to an absolutely 
continuous curve 01 joining (t, x) to B. 
Proof. Since J(c+) \ , if 01~ joins (t, x) to (sk, y”) E B, 
$(s”7 Y”> + Jy G J(%> = JO>, 
and 
s L d J(h) - Ml . @4c 
Now since L(t, x, p) 3 fi 1 p Iv, 
s 
t 
SK I ~‘(-4” d7 G (J(4 - MJ.6, = MS?. 
Thus Mz is a constant which varies continuously with (t, x). Extend each 
c+ to [0, t] by defining arc(~) = y” if 0 < 7 < sk. By Holder’s inequality, 
1 ak@) - ak(p)I < 1 T - p I(“-l)lV M, . 
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Thus the sequence (a*:) is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous, so that 
Ascoli’s theorem applies. Since B is closed, if a subsequence 0~~ has a uniform 
limit oz, there is a point (s, 01(s)) E B. Also since 
I ak(4 - X / < (t - T)(v-l)~v J%$, 
letting r = sk, one sees that for (t, x) E D, sk is bounded away from t, and 
0 < s < t. Consider 01 to be defined only on [s, t] to obtain the desired 
curve joining (t, x) to B. It is easy to see that at<’ -+ CL’ weakly and that u 
is absolutely continuous with OI’ E D[s, t]. 1 
LEMMA 2. The functional J is lower semicontinuo~ under unifom con- 
vergence at 0~. 
Proof. By definition J(c+) -+ u(t, x). Assume now, with no loss of 
generality, that tik -+ 01 uniformly as in Lemma 1. For each M > 0, let 
E(M, K) be the set of points of [sk, t] where 1 a’(~)] < M, and define .E(M) 
similarly in [s, t]. Since 01~ + 01 uniformly, for each E > 0, there is an N(c) 
such that for K > N(E), 
for all -r E E(M, K). This yields 
I E(M,k) -+, ak , Olk’) d7 >, s E(M,k) L(T, a:, a’) dT 
+ “tB&,k) 
tL@, O1k > %‘) - L(T, OIk , ak’)> & 
- E(t - Sk). 
But, since (L 3) implies the convexity of L(t, x,p) in the variable p, 
Since L 2 0, 
s t SK L(T, % >a~.+‘) dT >j E(M,k) L(T, 01, a’) dT 
+ h%VLk) 
<a; - a’, L,(T, a!+ > a’) - L&T, a?, 01’)) dr 
+ SE(M,k) 
(ak’ - d, L,(T, 01, CC’)) dT 
- E(t - Sk). 
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Since ++’ -+ (Y’ weakly, the last two integrals above approach zero as k -+ 03. 
See the proof in [2]. Also E(M, k) --+ E(M), so that 
Now letting M + co, one obtains 
u(t, x) 3 4(s, a(s)) + jstL(q 01, 01’) dr - ~(t - s). 
Since E was arbitrary, J(m) < u(t, x). 1 
Now Lemmas 1 and 2 together imply that u is indeed a minimum. That 
is, for each (t, x) in D, there is a curve (extremal), 01, joining (t, X) to B 
such that J(a) = u(t, x). Th e next lemma will give a bound on the Lipschitz 
constants for such extremals that varies in a continuous manner with the 
endpoints. This will be needed to show that u is locally Lipschitzian. The 
proof uses the classical Euler equations and is the only place that the 
smoothness of L is necessary. 
LEMMA 3. Each (t, x) in D has an extTema1 a: with [I 01’ Ijrn bounded by a 
continuous function of (t, x). 
Proof. Let 01 be an extremal for (t, x) as in Lemma 2, 01 = [s, t] -+ R”. 
Now by (L 3) 
I -%& x, P>X I * I x I 2 I<LP, z>l > f5 I x I”/(1 + I P I) 
for all x, so that, for all w = LD9(t, X, p)x, 
I w I (1 + I P IMi 3 I LDD(4 x, P>F” w l* (5) 
But the Euler equation for 01 is just 
aW(T) = L,,(T, OL, a’)-~[LJT, 01, a?‘) - L&T, 01, a’) - Lm(r, 01, +‘I. (6) 
Combining (5) and (6), and considering (L 2), one sees that 
I 441 < (f3/xiN + I WI>L(~, 44 (y.‘(d). (7) 
By the mean value theorem, for each component i, 1 < i < n, there is a 
0 E [s, t] such that 
ai’ = ai, 
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the i-th component of a = (x - ol(s))/(t - s). Thus for in E [s, t], 
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For T > 8, replace 9 by s and for 7 < 8, replace 8 by t. We will consider 
only the case T > 0. The other is similar. By (g), one has 
Thus considering all components, 
I e4 d h (I a I + 1’ I a” I), s 
or 
Now since j a(~) - x 1 < (t - 7)(V-1)/V M2, and the distance from (t, x) 
to B is positive, I a / is bounded by a continuous function of (t, x). Now 
since gL(q, 01,~‘) dq < J(h), applying Gronwall’s inequality to (9) yields 
the desired result. 1 
Armed with Lemmas 1, 2, and 3, we may now prove a lemma which 
holds in much more general cases, and yields the needed regularity. Let 
v(t, x, S, y) denote the variational minimum for the fixed endpoint problem. 
That is, if (t, x) is a point of B or D and (s, y) E B, s < t, v(t, X, s, y) = 
min J(a), where the minimum is taken over only curves DI joining (t, x) 
to (5 Y). 
LEMMA 4. The function u(t, x) is locally Lipschitxian on D. Also the 
.Mtion f-Q> x, s, Y) - $(s, Y) is locally Lipschitxian in all variables, so that 
v(t, x, s, y) is continuous. 
Proof. Let (T, X) E D and let V be a small neighborhood of (T, X) 
contained in D such that for each point (t, x) E V there is an extremal 
01: fs, t] -+ R* with Ij 01’ [lm < M and s is less than t minus the diameter 
of Y. Here M > 0 depends only upon V and exists by Lemma 3. Let (t, x) 
and (r, w) E iv and denote by d the distance from (t, x) to (r, W) in R x R”. 
Assume that r < t without loss of generality and let 01 and p be extremals 
for (t, CC) and (Y, eo) respectively as in the definition of V. Let X be the line 
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segment joining (r - d, a(r - d)) to (Y, w) and y that joining (Y - d, /I(r - d)) 
to (t, x). Then 
and 
I w - 8@ - 41 < Md, 
1 x - cx(Y - d)j < 2Md, 
II Y’ l/m = I ‘z - &Y - d)l/(t - r + d) < 3M 
Thus along 01, p, y, and X, L is bounded, say by K, and 
u(t, x) < U(Y, EO) + 2Kd. 
SimiIarly ~(r, eu) < ~(8, x) + 2Kd, so that u is Lipschitzian on Tr with 
Lipschitz constant 2K. 
Now for the fixed endpoint problem, simply let B be a single point (s, y), 
so that u(t, x) = u(t, x, s, y). Then interchange the roles of (t, x) and (s, y) 
in the above proof, ignoring 9, to see that v(t, x, s, y) - #(s, y) is locally 
Lipschitzian in (8, y) as well as (f, x). 1 
Since u is locally Lipschitzian, it is differentiable almost everywhere by 
Rademacher’s theorem. It will now be seen that u is a solution of the 
Hamilton-Jacobi eqation. Although the proof is essentially that given by 
Fleming [?J, this fact is given as a theorem because of its central impor~ce 
and great generality. 
Txaomnt 3: HAMILTON-JACOBI EQUATYON FOX ZI. 5’uppose &at (t, x} ED 
has an extrermsl a! in any class of curves which includes at leust the piecemk 
Cl curves. Suppose further that u is dz$erentiabb at (t, x). Tlaera under only 
the ~~~p~ that H ax&L are both upper s~~c~t~~~us ig (t, x), u sutisfes 
the H~~Zt~-~~o~~ equation cat (t, s). 
Proof. Let /3 be any admissible curve joining (t, x) to B. Then for small 
e > 0, 
But 
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by differentiability. Thus 
Now let p E R” and choose some p such that p’ is continuous near t and 
p’(t) = p. Then letting E -+ 0, one has 
s ’ 
u*(t, x) + <uJt, x), p) - lim inf e-l L(T, f9(4 P) dT G 0. 
t--E 
But this implies that 
Since L is upper semicontinuous in (t, x), 
w, 4 P> 3 ut(t, $1 + e&s 4, P> 
or 
044 4, P> - m “% P) < -%(4 4. 
Since this holds for all p E R”, 
H(t, x, %&, x)) < -%(4 x). 
On the other hand, letting p = 01, one sees that 
%(t, x) + c-l s,: ((f&, x), +)> - L(T> a(~), a’(?))) dT = o(l). 
This implies that 
lim sup ((%z(t, x), d(T)} - L(T, a(T), d(T))} = M > -ut(t, x)* 
T-t 
Thus there is a sequence t* -+ t such that 
(u,(t, x), d(P)) - L(P, lx(P), d(t”)) > M - Ilk. 
Therefore 
H(t”, np), u,(t, x)) 2 M - l/k. 
Since H is upper semicontinuous in (t, x), 
fqt, x, %c(t, 4) 2 M 2 --ut@, 4. 
Thus 
as was to be shown. 1 
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This completes the proof of the main existence theorem except for the 
boundary approach. The last two lemmas will establish the boundary 
approach properties. For both of these lemmas it is assumed that (P, x*) -+ 
(t, X) is a deterministic boundary approach with (tk , ~3 -3 (t, X) from B, 
tk < tk, and 
uk = / xk - Xk I/@” - tJJ < m 
for some m > 0. It will also be assumed that each (t”, x”) has a foot point 
(ok, yk), that is, there is an extremal elk joining (?, y”) to (t”, 2”). 
LEMMA 5. If (sk, yk) -+ (t, x) then u(tk, xk) -+ +(t, x). In any case, 
lim sup ~(t*, xk) < $(t, x). 
k-xc 
Proof. Let h, be the line segment joining (tk , XJ to (tk, xk). Then 




But along the Xk’s, the arguments of L are bounded, so L is bounded and 
6 L -+ 0. Thus lim sup u(tk, x”) < +(t, x). Of course if (sk, y”) -+ (t, x), then 
4(s", y") + Js; 1 < u(t", XL>, 
by (D 2), implies that 
lim +(sk, yk) = $(t, x) < lim inf u(tk, xk). 1 
LEMMA 6. u(tk, xk) -+ +(t, x). 
Proof. Recall that by Lemma 4, a(t, x, s, y) is a continuous function of 
both endpoints. Also, as (tk, xk) ---f (t, x), by Lemmas l-3, there is a p > 0 
such that ak may be chosen with 11 ak’ Ilrn < p. Thus 
0 < Sk < tk, 1 xk - y” / < p(t” - sk). 
Now assume, by way of contradiction, that u(t”, x”) does not approach 
$(t, x). Then by Lemma 5, (sk,yk) does not approach (t, x). But by the 
above inequalities (sk, yk) must have a limit point, say (s, y) # (t, x). Assume 
with no loss of generality that (s”, y”) --+ (s, y). By the way ((sk, y”)} was 
chosen, 
I x - Y I G At - 4, 
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so that s < t. Thus one has 
v(tk, xk, sic, .Y”> -+ v(f, x, s, Y> = 4k Y) + i32.f .I@4 
where the infimum is taken over ewes a: joining (l, 3) and (.s, y). By 
Lemma 5, 
46 % -5 Y) G b(t, 4 
with equality excluded since u(t%, 9) 74 $(t, x). Thus 
contradicting the compatibility condition (D 3). I 
Lemmas l-6 and Theorem 3 complete the proof of the main existence 
theorem. 
VI, SPACE-TIME INDEFZNDJZNT CASE 
The variational approach yields a slight improvement of the author’s 
earlier result in the case where W is independent of (t, x). This does not 
follow from Theorem 2, but is obtained from the proof, SO is given here 
without proof. For a proof, see the author’s dissertation [4’J 
THEOREM 4: EXISTENCE FOR SPACE-TIME INDEPENDENT HIAMILTONIAN. 
Let N be any red convex function olt Rn such that H(q)jj q 1 -+ CO as 1 q 1 -+ CO. 
Let B be loosed &z R x R”, # E C(B) with #(s, y> bodied be~~~~ b~~d#d y. 
If Bk = -03, amme a&o that, for some K E R, 
is a locally Lipschitzian solution of the H&niZton-Jacobi equation on the 
couplet, D, of ,B in (B, , co) x Rn. If (P, xk> --+ (t; x) dete~~.~~~ca~Zy, 
thm u(@, 9) -+ e#(t, + I 
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